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PREFACE

On Cultural_Ecolozyi

The United States as Nervous System of the Planet's Cultures

TvO\hunared years after the birth of the Republic, we still have-not dis-
.

covered Aerica, so many of her citizens are unknown to her - and perhaps also to

themselves.... In.periods if prosperity, the urge fon millions to declare themselves

has regularly. arisen and then some national calamity like war or depression has

battened dor4thelid again, obliging all to tighten their belts and sacrifice

for national unity.. Campbell's Soups and Standard Oiland Coca-Cola Prove' that

we have unity, abundant Unity. We do not readily or well recognize our diversity.

11 aroundtheyorld,. while millions welcome the goods of mass production,

revulsion rises against certain aspects of modern living. Almost everywhere,

people see. in their own cultural hi<tory - a history which.only'yesterday some

,seemed ready to abandon:, a new defense against certain, evil's of modern life and.

/ a reliable resource for some of.the humanistic values that.have always given life

its savor. Too little stands between the solitary individual and the bureaucratic

power of the large moderri state intermediate social bonds have been weakening -

'family, kinship, group loyalties,'churches, neighborhoods, regions. Now that

techfiology has made centralizing forces so powerful, many perceptive leaders

recognize that intermediate social bonds are indispensable for the protec'tion Of

the individual fro, the state. A.healthy society,is a system of checks -and-

balances. If some component6 in the ,social system fail, others devpur their

functions, and soon devour the whole, .
.."`'

,e
2

Consequently"considerable creative energy is turning_toward what might, be

called "cultural ecology." Just as,it is necessary to commission research on the

organic and systeMtc needs of a nation's Waterway forests, air,
---..

.
also it is necessary to commission studies on a nation's cultural....-

. A -

sort of support, systems, creative, critical, morally alert

bonded persons? Is there 'an "index of satisfactions," for exampl

and soils, s6

ecologys What

, and socially

e, that shOws

why one urban neighborhNod is stable, strong, and content., and another is demOral-
.

ized, blighted, and unable to dare for itself? The conviction has grown that

social and cultural traditions, transmitted (for the most part,'anconsciOusly) by

families, provide individuals with repertoires of percebtion and behavior, with,

resources of understanding and flexibility, that vary ethnically.' It is not a

matter of indifference'in the-Unkted,States whether one hes been brought up in a
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,...

that is West Indian o Mississippian black, Greek or Anglo-American, Italian
. -.

or IriSh, Jewish or Ukrainia , Scandinavian or Latino. BotI\ on external and on

internal'indices, such origins continue to make-adifference, liell into the third,
_

.
, *"fourth and fifth generations after immigration to America, and longer. Since such

traditions areOtier4han a thouSand years, and panifest a proven resilience and

adaptability, there is every reason to expect them to continue to be influential
..

in the futUre.;,
:7

Yet under(American Conditions, ethnicity'has hew and perhaps unparalleled

meanings. Many Americantliveas,individuals rather than in gr6Ups, in "diaspora"

rather than in Close proximity ta.others,ince-themselves. Of course, more than

meets the eye, both our urban neighborhoods and Our suburban communities,' both our

occupational clusterings and ou private-associations, remain remarkably ethnic-
v.

specific,'in a friendly and po ous although unmistakable fashion. Ethnicity today, .

nonetheless, is a phenomenon to be studied in individuals rather than in .groups.

On each of us,,our ethnic background, even if it is "mixed," ha't left its living

imprint;_ has colored out experienCe'of.family, religion, sex,,intellectual in-
%

.

quiry, occupational trajectory, political values, and the like. No.one Cf,us is

infinite. We each grow, like some fragile plant, from particular roots in a par-
.

.ticular patch of human ecology. No .one of us speaks for the entire human race.

Thus the forCe
`of

"the new ethnicity" it not so much a pressure welling up from

primordial tril ties, as a pressure rising up ir1 our individual selves:

exigent need to recognize our own particularity, to place ourselves accurate y

on the map of human cultures, and to learn how.to discern and interpret cues rom

others who differ-from ourselveb..

"The new ethnicity" is riot a reduction,of,consciousness to an uncritical

stage, but the acquisition of'a be* Competence fin consciousdesSi: a mUlticultur 1-
.1 .

consoiousriess. It favots the development of a new type of personality: a plura

istic personality. The pluralistic personality does not pretbnd lo be universal;
, .

neither does it accept being stereotyped or limited to the resources of one

cultural history only. Rather, the pluralistic personality recognizes its own

rootage, 4raws consciously from its own resources, and tried: to become skilled
-

both in self-knowledge and I.-the accurate perception of those with different'roots.

It is capableof many different kindg' of growth, but with a sort of integrity and

4

4

:solid appropriation.

The United States, one would t,hink,,would be one of the most fertile of all

cultures in favoring the pluralistic personality. Unfortunately, so fearful of.

vi
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division and so suspicious of' "foreigners"'were Many leaders orthis'New World

that acceptance of American citizenship came also to be linked with a social ex-

pectation that one would be "converted," outwardly and inwardly., It was held that

one ought to become "a new man," an "American" One ought to cease being "other";

at least, those wh6 would be successful ought to do so. In Rome, of course, one

does what the Romans do.

There is much to be said both for the attractVeness and the truly advanced

and humane. values of some traditionsof the English-speaking world, especially in

the realm of political institutions. (Had my own family, three generations ago,

'chosen to, gp to Argentiha, Germany, Russia, Peru, Australia or to some of the

Other places that theirneighbors went, we now might not be 'sharing in Anglo-
..

American,institsitions; for their choice I am grateful.)

Nevertheless, by discouraging the children of those citizens who retained

foreign languages and ties with foreign cultures, the Republic blunted and damaged:.

its'own planetary nervous-system. This nation, more than any other, might have

been exquisitely.sensitive to every cultural and intellectUal current of the
_

planet had it encouraged its citizens to perfect their native skills of language,

art
t
and historical appreciation. It seems ridiculous, in retrospect, that so many

,oCu..0 who desPerid from non "-English.speaking immigrants (and it is we who are in the

majority) have:been systematically and explicitly discouraged front maintaining our

native languages, while being obliged to.take courses in high school, college ,and!-

graduate, school in languages. not our own:

Thus, the'slow and m7 est revbfUtion in ethnic awareness that is stirring all

_around the world, and als in the United States, has before it an important intel-

Llectual agenda. It gives greater promise, than any alternative of bearing impor-

tart social and political fruit, not merely in dbmestic affairs but also in inter-
,

national afealrs.

_The aim, as Richard Gambino makes plain, is unitive, not.divisive; creatiVer

not destructive; multicultur4, not chauvinistic. Its program isto help as many

'millions of AmeriPans who chOOse4to db so to acquire a mo'e accurate self4cndyledge,'

H.especially with respect to the social structure of the self; to createsa body of

detailed and accurate'scholarship on which a morenuancect and' realistic social

policy might be designed and, a more sound cultural ecology' practiced; and to en-

courage those American citizens with ties to other parts of the world to sharpen

their skills in the language, culture, arts, history, and present currents in the

nations of their origin, so that the United States might become, indeed, the most

6



sensitive and perceptive nervous system on thgaplanet. In"elf-knowledge,, in

,domestic social policy, and in international affairs, "the new ethnicity" promises
, .

important fruits. The program is large, the way, long. M'any,resources will have

to be committed:to the task. Millions will have to share its challenges. Having

reached the end of physioal frontiers, having reached into outer space, perhaps '.

now it is time for the nation to cross the frontier it has so long been evading:

to come tp,an accurate knowledge'oi itself. ,

Mirrored back to it will be an image formed by. virtually every culture-on

this planet: a chorlis of'faces, a iymphony in which many instruments figure, many

melodies; in which there are dissonance and disharmoniest.coUnterpoint; theme
,

'that rise and'fa l away, the .music of a social whole in which diversity is the
tit

presupposition d the glory. The United States is not a melti4g pot, nor a
.

-5--mosaic, nor a salad, nor a stew. But it is asymphony. Learning to appreciate .

.

each instrument,' each form, each theme, each possible combinatiOn, is how one
.:4 .

learns to.appreciate good music - and also the genius of this land.

Ai
In broaching this theme for public discussion, the'Rockefeiler Foundation is

not unmindful of the controversies that attend 'it. A nation forMed of many
..

.

.peoplesexpects - indeed, rejoices in - the energies released by dissonance and by
l

diversity.. In keeping with its sixty-year tradition, the Foundation favors light

where there was ignorance, research where there had been neglect; initiative and

leadership *here other funding sources lag. And, despite widespread.publicity,

funding souxpesin this field do lag.

Characteristically, the Foundation has tried to serve all the diverse peoples

of the nation. Respect for cultural ecology is a major' contribution to, the "well-
.

being of mankind"; hence, the Foundation would like to see work in,this field:

established on the beet and. soundest scholarship available. .If school 'curricula

are to beprevised so as to include every culture among the people of the United

States - as a splendid way of reaching out to every culture on-thit planet - then
4

these curricula need the attention of the best and sharpest intellects available.

Regrettably, efgortl in this direct\ion are still fragmentary, primitive, and

partial. With considerable foresight and Courage, against the stream and often

without support from colleagues or administration, some early pioneers have begun

to collect bibliography and to fashion courses.' Profess'or Gambino has gathered

together here a samplineof lis,bcen attempted. His purpose, commendably,

, is to make this book obsolete ac soon us possible, -by prompting those already in

:;the field to go beyond it, and by, drawing others of talent into it. A decade from



now, let us hope, oirr know-leAte; of eachNather!,s, cultures -.and o resources for

"learning about each other's Culture6 -will. far outstrip our, pres nt capabilities.

ffi

ix

,

Michael Novak
I.,

I-
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Summary

"Let me submit," writes Richard Gambino, "that the proper study of hyphenated
a'

\.
Americans is the ethnic tradition from which they come." Dr. Gambino is an Asso-

ciate Professor of Educational Philosophy and Director o.f the Italian ;American

Studies Proglam at Queens College, CUM', and author of Blood of My Blood. This

Working Paper is taken from a report submitted by Gambino, during his consultancy

to the Rockefeller Foundation Humanities Program in 1974

As Americhn society, and particularly the educational system, has become more

aware of the disparity between mainstream American culture and its ethnic compo-

nents, there has been a growing interest in eTnic traditions, literature, lan-

guages, and history. In many universities and colleges, courses are offered in

various ethnic studies; recently these programs have been established in primary

and secondary schools - with the aid of the American Ethnic Heritage Bill enacted

by the United States Congress.in 1972.

Out of the conglomerate of ethnic courses, argues Gambino, must come some

standard guidelines, both in structure and academic requirements, if such programs'

,are to have any lasting and serious impact. His subject is the need for sound aca-

demic programs, plus ways in which they can be incorporated into the educational

system. .

The report

their role, how

)

is in four sections. The first deicribes the need for the studies,

they dan best be effected, and the philosophy behind them. Gambino

notes the interdisciplinary nature of ethnic studien..that they must draw upon

.,
many disciplines within the social sOiencgs and humanities. And as,w4.th all inter-

diObiplinary programs, it must be establishe9 that the combined multi-academic

-program is as schalarly and strict as its individual parts. Gambino further recog-.

nizes the need for 'strong scholarly work in ethnic studies - a basis for educational'

merit in any discipline.

Gambino suggests the creation 'of Multidultural ethnic institutes which would

function as rddource centers within schools, subject to the rigorous criteria:Of

other academic disciplines. Moreover, he emphasizes the "outreach" rpsponsibili-

tips of ethnic studie*s centers - to work with local ethnic communities, to provide

adult ducation. These responsibilities, he says, "add adimension that many

disciplines don't have."

Disc'Ussing the philosophy behind ethnic studies, Gambin6 draws'from European

9



History and the'origin of humanities. He traces`the term "humanities" to its deri-

vation - "umanismo," meaning a perspective whereby a person can understand himself/

herself and all things in the world: the human perspective. ,The true humanist,

w±ites Gambino, "seeks the heart of things as they,relate to his soul, and to the

soul of-his,ethnic group, nature, culture, and civilization, and beyond these to

other individuals, nations, and civilizations ... understanding the influences of
)

time; place, and circumstance." He goes on: "Legions of educators, still perceive_

-their role as washing their students clean of all characteri4ics of time, place,

and circumstance.".:

The second section of the Working Paper includes some sample courses in the

various studies, submitted by professors who have taught such classes: they are

included as suggestions; ideas, and possible foCuses for ethnic

In addition, there is a listing of ethnic studies resource
/

those interested in such programs can find information, as well

establishing similar centers. /

programs.

centers, so that

as guidelines fdr

There is also an extensive bibliography,., categorized by ethnic groups, ap-

pended to the report. In addition to Gambino's listings there are those from

professors who submitted course summaries. These references have all been com-
,

piled and assified, and provide an important collection of ethnic studies works.

Tl-&e last three sections could be. of excellent use to educators and adminis-

trators seeking to develop or enricheIhnic studies courses.

The-Working Paper also, includes a preface written. by Michael Novak, author of

The Rise of the Unmeltable Ethnics, and Choosing Our King, who is a formerAssoci-

ate Director of the Rockefeller Foundation Humanities ProgiN_:

,
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, Introduction

Know then thyself; Presume not
God to scan; the proper study arf
Mankind is Mgn.'

Alexander Pope

Let me submit that the proper study of hyphenated Americans is the'ethnic

tradition from which they come. As of 'January 1974, thirty-three ,states have

introduced ethnic studies, into their public-school systemS; thirteen Of them by

state laws. In addition, 135 colleges and universities offer ethnic studies

courses or programs;

rIn 1972, Congress-enacted into faderal law the American Ethnic Heritage Bill,

the first formal recognition of,ethnic studies by the United States government. It

stipulates that "ethnic heritage education" include studies of a student's on

heritage as well as that of other Americans. Congress appropriated $2.5 million

to implement the law. The money was made available for curriculum development and

dissemination, the training of teachers in elementary and secondary-schools, and

research and teaching in colleges and' universities.

Interest in the ethnic program is evidenced by more than 10,000 requests for .

application'guidelines, and more,than 1000 actual applications. Of these, 887 met

the deadlinelf May 17, 1974. The applications came from every part of the coun7

try, and requested'a total of $80 million in aid. In July 1974, forty7two.grants

were announced, totaling $2.375jnillion. Q

A Controversial Agenda

The,large number of requests for assistance indicates that ethnic studies:con-

stitute one of the major agenda items for American education in the 1970s. , At the

same-time, both the concept and practices of ethnic studies programs are being

fiercely attacked from many sources. They are accused of Ontributing to ethnic
0

Barochialism; chauvinism, and separatism; to the fragmentatign of our society; and

to the polarization of groups in ouripopulation. Harold Isaacs at the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology sees government sponsorship of ethnic studies as a

threat the rights'of individuals in a secular school system. Othe;a say that

the very notion of ethnic studies is contrary to the ideals of a universal'cUlture,

liberal education, and higher cdsmapolitan values..,The various ethnic progras_

are denounced as barely disguised propaganda auxiliaries of political movements.,

1

.11 .
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ey;aFe castigated for destroying standards of academic quality and respect for

truth.

. ;

Ethnic studies do present a tiateat to the great American assimilationist myth.

'Ass GlazdIr and MLynihan noted almost fifteen years ago i'n Tieyond the Melting Pot,
.

- ;

the powerful influences of AMerican society may one day be able to erase ethnic

labels, but Aso far,it has not workedout that way. "Ethnicity is more .than an

_ influence "bn events; it is commonly the source of events. ,Social and political

institutions (often) exist for the, specific' purpose of serving ethnic,interests."

These divbrse national and cultural agglOmerations have, therefore; been politi=

cized into interest groups by the inability of the American system to meet'their
-

needS.

, A .

:In the past, these affiliations have been more or less explicit; today they

are flaunted. The'cur;ent method.of overcoming insecurities seems to be by

assertion: it is as if doubts about ethnic or sexual identity,can be overcome by
,

proclaiming an affiliation: As a result, we now have women's lib, gay power, and
1

ethnic studies. It is not surprising that even valid movements have been priti-
-.>

cii.ed in the process. .A careful examination of ethnic progzims in education is

%necessary in order to redeem them.

April 19175 Richard

2

ambino
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Programs. and Practices'

publie schools and credit-granting colleges, ethn c studied take three

principal forms: independent mono-ethnicprograms; departmental programs; and

'integral programs.

The dominant, mono-ethnic form consists of courses which Are separate from the

.standard curriculum. The theme of each course is some aspect of a particular eth-
.

.nic group's cultural history.. Non-credit organizations, such(as adult education

programs, also usually. follow this model, although their courses tend to be mote

: - informal: Some colleges have,established pr.ogr

related courses about a particulagroup. The
A

usual departmental listings, t hough in some

ams which consistof a series of

se courses an offered O'kltsidethe

cases, they are_ administered or super-
!4%.,

vised by an academic departmpnt. .In'some instances, the programs are completply

autonomous. These-have the pdvantage'of flexibility: in design; in the granting

of crqit, and in the assiOment of personnel. 'The disadvantage is that the norii-
,

afWtped status makes standards of scholarship and general academic,rigor more

difficult to establish and maintain.

By contrast, a program that is part of the regular school curriculum tends to

) maintain academic'etandards'because of the suPerVision of department committees` and
4 0

course committees. 141 this second model, new courses have.been created by social

,science and humanities departments. These courses are fisted alongside others,

offered in the standard curricula.
- -

In a third approach, ethnic studies are made .an integral part of the standard
/

courses offered. _Those whb favor this model argue that ethnic themes can more

properly 1eWegrated into a liberal education if they are part of the regular.

curriculum in the social.sciences and humanities. For example, a Survey.couse in

"American Literature should include writing Samples of ethnic groups. ,

A number of institutions have established multicultural or pluralistic ethnic

centers to examine neglected areas relating to more than one ethnic group.
-

'Yet there is a gendral dissatisfaction in educational circles with the lack of

original research prOduced by teachers of ethniC studies. Leaders in the field

strongly recommend that ethnic studies programs encourageid social science

and humanities-backgrouncT'as.a basis gor exatining living ethnic traditions and

, their roots. Schblarly; production is needed to illuminate .inter- ethnic relations

and to understand the compleXity of pluralism. As John Higliam points out (in

"Integration v. Pluralism: An $e American Dilemma"; The Cent* Magazine, July/

5
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August 1974),

The record of American intellectuals
in clarifying the issues of race and
ethnicity is less than notable. Po-
lemics we have in abundance, but on
this subject no contributions to demo-

.

oratic theory compare in depth or
complexity with the writings of Hamilton,

'Eadison,, Dewey, and Niebuhg.

On; reason for.this could be that "ethnic" issues have been shunned by intel-

lectuals and

is true that

to militancy

a pejorative

left to become militant movements led by 4 small:minority., Whild it

ieme Blacks and American,Indianst to cite two examples, have resorted

as the last best hope of-being heard, "ethnic" need not be regarded as
/

term. The stress should be on national culture, the lifestyle, and

literary and artistic-output of .a particular people. Emphasi'S need not be exclu-

sively on their contribution to American history. Many educators recommend that

programs_focus on those, ethnic groups which have been comparatively neglected in

recent years; for example, those of Southern Enippean and Eastern European origin,

and Americans of Asian background. Some urge an increased emphasis on the teaching'

of foreign languages, and-that the study of langUage be integrated with ethnic btud-
.

ies. It haS also been recommended that studies, of foreign languages as they are

spoken and have been developed in the United States shoUfd be encouraged. Ethnic

studies programs, -it is felt, should study national legacies but at the same time

Should reach out to living communities. In additiOn, thejaroeams might increase

.research effort's in the oral histories, folklore, and written literatures of ethnic

groups; iri bibliographical compilations; and in the, construction of a detailed

ethnographic atlas of the United States. There is a great need on all levels, but

especially in primary and secondary schools, for textbooks in ethnic andmulti-
.

ethnic studies. Finally-1.111=y educators have urged that a permanent "clearing-
,

house" on ethnic education be established on a national levell'to serve as a
.

communications and resource center and perhaps even as a center for research.

In educationa:I-materials, an effort is underway to make accurate distinctions

among various ethnic traditions within racial _groups, a.movement away from the re-
.

cent practice of lumping them together indiscriminately. For example, in addition

to the need to differentiate,between the various "white ethnics," there is also the

need to distinguish between groups, among American Blacks - island Bldcke of French.

speakinibackground, island Blacks of Engliih speaking background, Blacks of the

American South, and those with old roots in the North. More attention to diversity

44
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is-calle4 for, with regard to Oriental-Americans as well, e.g., Chinese and Japanese,

and American Indians. Patterns such' as family life and symbols of individualism

seem to be quite different from tradition -to tradition. Researchers need to com-

pare, in a scholarly, fair=-Minded way, the patterns of-different...ethnic groups for

,,the sake of mutual (and self-) enlightenmentt If any' justification for thiilap=-

proach is necessary at all,,it.should be according to the 18th century ropanti-
,

,

"cists: tiature diversifies its art in as many-ways as pbegible."
. ,

. ., .

Most degree-granting schools do not permit studerits to take a full major in

ethnic studies. ',Some allow 4 joint or double major in ethnic studies and a tradi=

tional academic discipline; for example, Puerto Rican studies and sociology,, or.

Italian-AmeriCan studies'and

The debate over whether ethnic studies should be Incorporated into standard

courses and programs offered in American, schools will probably continue to be an

issue in American education in the 1970s. The demand to include a multi-ethnic

approach to new curricula and textbooks is growing. Four states have passed legis-

lation mandating bilingual and bicultural education; other states with large nbn-
._

English speaking populations are likely to followthig example. Rather than

"balkanize" the curriculum, most commentators now prefer a comprehensive

cultural approach to the entire, curriculum.,

The integration of the goals of ethnio studies with the caseer And vocational

needs of students must also be accomplished. Studentg with a joint major might
A

benefit by programs preparinethem,for such fields a is nternational communications,

business, teaching, social work, medical careers, and the performing arts. Solid

planning is needed to proVide continuity between ethnic studies, standard academic

disciplines, and careers And vocations:.
I
I

Another_challenge is adult education, where imaginative programs geared to

contemporary needs, of mature people need to be deVeloped. A carefully planned t

ethnic Studies program has great potential for lessening long -'standing prejubp6.

.A Philosophy of Ethnic Studies °'

The ideal of the "universal man" and of a liberal humanistic education are

. deriyed from the APnaissanCe. -But"universal is applied to ethnic studies in the

, same way. that Friedrich Schlegel used it to describe romantic poetry, that"it fiust

be universal, not in the restrictive sense 'of seeking uniformity of norms and uni-

versality of appeal, but in the expansive. sense of aiming at the apprehension and
.

expression of. every mode Of human experience."
4
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Similarly, the term "humanism," which derives from the Italian umanismo, meant

a special perspective whereby tan can understand himself and ,everything in the wor

culture, nature, technology, languages, myths, religions, law, art, politics, gpV

ernment, and so on. The original premise was that there are unique ways in which

all of these areas can be understood as products of the human spirit, rather than

-,a4y_the then dominant perspectives of theology and theologically-oriented philosophy.

-----
Asserting its independenogfrom theological' understanding, humanism also

stressed ,that its perspective differsfrom:Those of_the natural andsocialsbiences.
, .

This is an extension of the claim that even when it views theSih-e-things theol-
.

oe,.the humanist perspective is distinct, providing an understanding that is qualid...

. tatively different. When the humanist views objects that also concern social

scientists and natural scientists, he does not describe, analyze, and predict in

their modes. Whatever subject he is concerned with, and he can be concerned with

anything, the humanist addresses questions of human values,, not theologcal-values

or. the quantifiable values of the sciences.

The humanist is also,concerned with hu4an mot4res and reasons, which are,dis-
.

tinct from,those given -by' the sciences as well as- theology. The individual is

regarded,,with..pQde rather than fear: he is encouraged td fulfill his *itential,

not for some abstract greater` glory, Mit for himself. The traditional humanist

disciplines - literature, history, drama, music, art, dance, and philosophy

proyidp an understanding difterent,from that offered by theologians and scientists.

Creative Empathy

. A fine explanation of the. unique humanist perspective was given by the

historian Giambattista Vico (1668-1744). Vico termed the:humanistview as one of

profound-. fantasia. By, this he meant a disciplined and vital ability to penetrate,

using intelligence, emotions, needs and desires, to the odre of people, events,

ideas and things. VicOte fan_ tasia is no less than a creative empathy with the

42)1.4,1.1=16,

' I A'bholar has said 'of the Renaissance humanists that they taught the 'world

lithe lesson of the nobility of being human." The humanist 'spirit cherishes enjoy-

ment of human life and its fruits., first *as products of man's spirit, and further

AS agentwtransiorming and enriching the human spirit. It is precisely because the
,

empha"sis"4 on everyday life as expression and creation that one of the perennial

dangers of humanism has been its.perversion into materialism. But materialism

values things ker. se 'instead .ofas manifestations of the spirit and as generators

6
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ot *growth; it covets' things for their worth apart from their relation to the human
Ideally, humanism would find these priorities Unacceptable.

...?, The still vital spirit of Renaissance humanism, then, seeks not just "learning
fox, its own sake," although the ideal has also been corrupted in this way. The

tiue:humanist seeks not just surface s tructure, nor does he seek pui-arformal re.T.

ations with the world around _him. He is not priest, scientist, nor pedant. Ife

Seeks the heart of thingS as ihey relate to his soul, ''and to the soul of his ethnic
_ .

group, ,nation; and.bey-ond these t o other individuals, nations,
-..

and civilizations. The Renaissance "universal man" was not a person who knew every-
,

thing (as' a popular misunderstanding of the ideal would. have it). He was one who
. ... .t ...

So cultivated himself that indeed nothing human would be alien to him. He .developed .------- cultivated--___
.. . .the capacity for virtually universal empathy. He learned how to approach the world,,

with the disti ctive understanding and feeling,of his time, place, and circumstance.
He could then ..empat ize,by analogy, with the perspectives of other persons, ---
times, and circumstances. He was, without contradiction, a universal

Yet neither his legendary individualism nor his universalism meant shedding
all ChaActeristies of his ethnic group, culture, nation, time, or civilization.

tsisThe notion of a soul pure of all influenbes of time, place, and circumStance s a
logical, psychological, anthropological, historiCal, and sociological' absurdity.
Just as absurd is the notion that there is a high universal culture which doss not .

't

bear the distinctive characteristics of the individuals*,. cultures, nations, and
ethnic groups. that Contributed to it Thig fallacy, this corruption of the "uni-
versal man" into disembodied "rely human" intelligence and _emotions, is an
exampte of,, what Francis bacon call d idola theatri (idols of the theatre). -,Bacon
defined_ these as dead concepts from the past- which are like poor stage plays ,which
represent nothing bila unreal. worlds of nt.Ws own creation.

. . .
.

. -The perversion of the Enlightenment "universal man" and his "universal cul-
ture" are our, idols of the theatre. And no group ,is more deluded by them than
educatdrs. Legionsf educators still perceive their role as, washing their students,.

cl4an of all chlaracteri ticS of time, ,place, and" circumstance. 4thnic inheritances
are foremost on_the list of impurities tobez. scoured- away., But if they fully under-

.
t

stocd the izinciPles inioiyedo these educators would recognize that any.. attempts
, 'Ntt

diminieh differences are. contrary to the iuniverlse.I" thecTie6 they 'profess:

Into ,the

is Ideal, of.,pure culture was pressed intd service in the United States as



millions of people streamed into our country frommevery direction in' what was

probably the greatest migration of people ih human history, from 1850 to 1920._ The

growing country-faced an unprecedented Challenge to create a unified nation and 4

coherent culture from its polyglot population. The ideal of the "melting pot" was

born., It was preSsed upon Americans'through enormous efforts by every aspect of

society.; especially by Schools.

In one meaning of the term, all the diverse characteristics of th6 various'
s4

groups of Americans were to bubble together Wei? something new. This expression./of

the, ideal was fine; American culture is distinct from any of those from which its:

people derive.. But the notion was extended tp mean that all. contributing influenoes

from the old aulturei were to,b7oil away, evaporate. This melting pot:was",e, ghdst
,,

of the'lllusory Enlightenment universal culture. Moreover, its great understima-
-

tion of the durability of, ethnicity. was fatal. And as Glazer and Mbynihan noted,
,

the real point about the melting pot. was that it did not happen. ":.'

_

Nonetheless, this ideal was, forced through propaganda. and.cOetbion. Old
, .

. .
.

Ianguagest-customs, and values were to be ,cast asi e. tiny" books record that
.

.
---,'--..

.

didactic celebrations were staged to support.assimilationist efforts-of schools,-

.agenc

. .

, . _
. ,

0
.;,,. - .":

es, employers, and 144'the media., An event staged in the 1920S typical in

intent, ever' if outstanding -in its crudity:' the employees ora Ford automobile.

plant in Michigan weSe- treated to a company sponsored theatrical extravaganza.

Actors dressad as Italians, Poles; and other ethnic groups sang their "'foreign"

songs and danced their native tarantellas and polkas,, as they entered 'a huge moor -up

of a (melting) pot. They emerged. -from the pot wearing "Amerioan'clothes and
.. .

singing -the Star-Spangled Banner! The, point was clear: ethnid Characterietics. were
. 1

. :
un-American. '

;in parochial anctchauvinistic fashion, those who dbminated America advanced a

purely "American"culture. All Americans were to aspire to it ,upon hopeof_reward
._,

if.suacessfulw, and pain of punishment'it failures. But, because this elite was al-successful, ;and

exclusively atottstant British-Americansji.backgrbund,l'the "purely American"

.ideal was, in fact, one opmposed,of the perspec tives, habitS, manners, values,

customs, and biases of this particular ethnic'group. Wave after wave of immigrants,
.

- .
,

.. as well as.Blacks descended o slaves, Were.pressured to shuCk off their` own

AhnicinherAtances and take on the "American" British-American ones.

c:

s.

,. .? . COntribution smade by non-Anglo ethnics could not be' denied; but' they

e-
Anglipized as-they were acknowledged.- Often. the sanitization process was direct. ''i-v,&....

4 .. ThusOlvery,Sohool child still learns that John Cabot was one of the most important
:

:4--.s. ..
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European explorers of the American continent. England's very claim to territory in

'the New World rested upon his expeditions. Yet, not one in ten thousand Americans
.

knows that his real name was- Giovanni Caboto and that he was an Italian in the
. .

employ of the British.

. Sometimes the contributions from non-Anglo Americans were disguised more .

in which, this was done was by emphasizing the "American"

rs and their contributions. Black jazz was therefore

elegantly. A typical w

nature of,the Contrib

dubbed "Dixieland" mnlsic. The regional attribution drew attention away from the. ,

. African cultural roots of those in the land bf Dixie who created'the'misic.
. . . .

, .

,Despitesdeceit, punishments inflicted, and rewards offered --and less.fre-
-,.

quently delivered - the effort to
r
create a Homogenized Protestant British-American

- , -/

culture had only limited success. Open assertions of ethnicity emerged on a wide.
t , .. .

, 141k in the 1960s. Blacks looked to their still vital ethnic characteristics in.

. a
;.w

'search for identity without which their push for true_equality cod not be sus--
.. . ... -: .

, _

tained: White ethnics, thechildren and grandchildren of immigrants; undertook an

analogous quest but were somewhat more secure .,in their "Amer' can" status while
r.

seeking to assert and understand their ethnic backgrounds...

. ------------
A Chinese BeetH5verr?L-----________

.,....,..,.
-

., .

. . .

To be a "universal man" is to be a full=indiVinal.,..-Tp_be an individual is,
%

. .
.,...., ...,

to be, first,. an expression of one's culture accordifflt to definite deterninanrs-of
e .

, ,.

,time, place, and'circumsance. Second, an individualal expressei.his culture accord
I ,

,,.(.. ing to his poWqr to incorporate thatsculture.and the world beyond it within himself,
,

transform it, and Comminicate.it. Dante, Petrarch, Boccaccio, Machiavelli, Leonardo-,+

Michelangelo, Botticelli:RaPhaelo,:and.Cellini Were as Italian as could be in their

language, values, mannerisms, biases, and in their creations. As they became great,

they and their works did not become less Italiaribut'more so. Similarly, Beethoven

and Kant remained ethnically Ger,man and enriched German ethnicity: It eras pr&-

ciSely through their eXtraordinardevelopmentsof Kerman characteristics that thby

,q0.111 we imagine a Chinese in' the early ineteenth century

symphonies,,cr a seventeenth century Englishman painting the

it merely coincidental that in the eighteenth dentury, the

Criticueof Pure Reason was written in Qermany 'and not in Nigeria? ConvepselYr

could we imagine one of iant!S,German cOntemporarie6 creating Nigerian sculpture?
r

enriched the world.

writing, Beethoven's

Sistine Ceiling? Is

.,

1

\
People contribute progressive and perhaps even timeless to humanity,

, ,
, .,...

as they develop the bestin'their own cultural background. Every man is a microcosm ,'
"



of his nation and his time; whether those external influences or. his own peculiar

makeup are decisive in his creative output is an individual matter. In no instance,.,

however, are they entirely separable. I believe,that a person can best understand,

apgredidte, and contribute to the world if he best understands himself in his pal-

pable living reality; which obviously includes his ethnic characteristics. ..As a

proponent of liberal education, Otherefore draW the corollary that -our sYSiems of

formal education have a'positive responsibility to aid students in knowing them-

serves and their own native world. Instead, most American educational theories

follow the Enlightenment tack. Js Michael Novak has put it, they try "bo.indoc-,

trinate one into 'universal' experience, better, higher, more real than one's own. .

-There it is, out there: culture. Put it on. Cover your' nakedness with it."

'The blindness toward, and even contempt of, the cultures in our midst, by pro-

fessors and teaches accounts for agood part of a sorry irony. -Despite the fact

that more people than ever before are expOied to a humanities education taught ,at
-

record high, levels of schooling, we live in a time o(f WideSpread anomie among our

population., The term connotes More than just aimlessness; or anxiety, or boredom.

As developed by EMile Durkheim, anomie is. a social, psyChological,,and moral condi-
.

timn in which a person's opportunities for self-realization are cancelled by an

absenCeorCe'rtain prerequisites for individuality.. The requirements are composed

of a network of social and psychological relations between people. These 'are .

MO.

value-laden relations: among the' most important of these are ethnically conditioned

possibilities and limits.

"'The person suffering anomie is bereft' of the very stuff of which_human meanings

are formed. Cut off from all value connections, he lives the most unbearable of

all human conditions, nihilism. Part of the failure of the humanities discipline

results.from being out of. touch with the core of people's lives. The fallacy of

universal cultur% presupposes universal insithts and feelings. Education does not

relate these to the conditions. of students' lives. One need not minimize the

brotherhood of man in order to acknowledge distinct national differences.

'Egotistical Specialists

The S'PeCtre of anomie is a greater threat today than the purist's fear of

,popular tastes becoming supreme law. In fact, the irrelevance of our humanities

eduCation actually leaves the way,clear, by default, for undeveloped popular values

to become supreme. Dread- of anomie is forcing many away from the illusion' of a

mainstream cAture free Irom ethnic or other influences. If the movement is to be

towardsa society that is pluralist rather than merely Fragmented, it must be guided

10
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by our educational efforts. Ethnic programs seem tope.particularly corruptible:

one Lust constantly guard against theirbeing.PUt to' the service of individual

One trouble with today's education is that it demandd that students, even

younger pupils, transcend their ethnic and class boundaries when they aren't'evn .
.,

aware-of where the boundaries lie ,orWhat.territory is withinihem: Ethnic studies '.,

.

,in principle are not antithetical to a liberal education, cosmopolitan values or

universal culture. Ori the contrary, educated ethnicity is necessary to the fulfill-

ment of these ideals; they must be rooted in real life to be meaningful. John Dewey

*
said that no matter, how polished .their book learning, .,people who aTe, merely schooled

r
r

are not truly educated. In his Demo1cracvWand Education (1916), Dewey explaine

Thete is the standing dangethat thg
4

material of formalfin§truction will.be
' merely the subjebt` matter of the schools,

\\\iSblated from ,the subject matter of life-
experience.... Thus we'reach the ordinary
notion of education: thenotion which
ignores its social necessity and its identity'
with'all human adeociation that affects con-
scious life, and which identifies it with,
,imparting inform4tion alput remote matters

---:and the conveying of learning througri verbal,
Signs: the acquisitionf literacy.

.;. ,

If the:symbolic learning of which Dewey wrote is part of full educhtibn,iit

must be."fused" with ethnid and other cultural "ritthd," to use the expressions of

Henry Nash Smith.
.

Ethnic studies mgy serve two salient educational goals of humanists and social

scientists thecontimAity of life and instruction-from life's records. In The

Great Chainof Being (1936), A. 0. Lovejoy cogently summed up the rationale of both

objectives in ie, way that is directly relevant to ethnic studies:

Tile, adequate recordof even the confusions
of our forebearers may, help,-nOtyto
clarify-these confusions, but to engender
a.salutary doubt whether we are wholly
immune from different but equally great' '
confusions. For though we have more
empirioal information at our disposal;. we.
have not different or better Minds; and
it is, after all, the action of.the,mind
upon facts that makes both philosophyand
sbience - and

$
indeed largely makes the,

"facts,"'

^- t

ti



The Humanist as Witnessl
e

:'%.

mw,

O
!

)Building upon these thoughts, Roy Harvey Pear6
0

wrote an excellent essay .

called "Gesta Humanorum: 'Notes on the Humanist as Witness" (in Daedalus, Spring
7-

1970). .1 believe it is valid. to apply learceis words to the student of ethnic
--,

studies, in that he:

fr

graduallycomes to gripi with-his past
in all it paradoxes, confusions, and
follies, and learnsto accept himpelf,
and so perhaps, to redirect himself,
building his future more intelligently.
Only, if he accepts his.past.and knows

*11.-

It genuinely and authentically as his own
can he, be -tee. ,

I know,of no school within any behavioral science,today that diies not acknowl-

edge the in-depth, rooted, integrated essence,of psychological, moral, and'social,

meanings. An alienated humanist. is, I maintain, a contradiction in terms. And-

,.
there is no Alienation more' virulent than that of the person who has not come to

terms'with his ethnic qualities, and those of others, in an informed, disciplined,

educated. way.

Yet there is sesistance to ethnic studies. Recordg of some programs are brought

forth to support the contention that they in factlead to parochialism and chauvin-
,

ism, toeeparatism and polarization of groups, and to contempt for academic standards

of scholarship and truth. For example, John H. Bunzel, 1=4esident of California State

University, San"Jose, in the January 14, 1974 'issue of The Chronicle of Higher Edu-

cation wrote:

at their worbt-many ethnic studies programs
have encouraged the growth of an infatuation
with ethnicity that is socially divisive..'.
which amounts'to 'nothing less than a regressive
sunderingOT the unity and objective' character
of kn6Wledge..:a movement sustained:by the,
argument that tribalism is'reallyfundistin-

,

iPhable from ,pluralismb...

.Gentle Hands of Charlatans.

From my study of ethnic studies programs, I recognize that there are many such

examples of ethnic studies "at their worst." laut r hold that one of the major

reasons forthis has been entirelYounnoticed,, and,therefore3 uncorrected. Still

under. the spell of the profoundly false myths of the Enlightenment "universal man"

and nativist melting,pot,culture, educators and scholars'have shunned ethnic studies....

12
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Thus, ILdefault, they, have left ethnic studies often in the, hands of academic

charlatans, educational imcompetents, and political opportunists. The reluctance

.
of many college administratOrs and trustees, to challenge the opportunists has made

.
it even easier for. them to control and hence debase ethnic studies from the start.

As these programs are,seenon campus es around the country as mere Political usurpa-

tions, or celebratory exercises, ealcators and scholars will have even,less to do

with them. The vicious cycle must be broken and ethnic gtudi!es set morejn the

hands of genuine scholars and.teachers, and linked to a broader cultural perspec-

tive, 'Por this to happen, .educatorsin the humanities and social sciences must

:become adtivelyinVolved. with ethnic studies.

Creative ethnic studiesprograms use an ethnic background as a
. ,

turerather than as "proof" of "worth." By disciplined inquiry and

students may enrich ,their lives loy build'ng upon these cultural characteristics

they Xage to be valuable in their own d other ethnic:groups. They may gairi some

insight into how cultures and personal identities ate.formed., A student learns tb,

understand other groups through the methods of analogy. When the student aadepts
d

his own,ethnic' heritage, he may be able to'help shape the synthesis of contributions

from various other ethnic groUps.

-
We need to reje4 both the superficiality and chauvinism of assimilation as,

well as th4 parochialism of ethnocentrism. In the article cited earlier; John Higham

writes of an ideal of "pluralist integration"-for American society:

point of depar=

reflection,

ti

In contrast to. the integrationist model,
it will not eliminate ethnic boundaries.
But neither will- it maintain them intact.
It will uphold the validity of a common culture,
to which all individuals have access, while
sustaining the efforts of minorities to

and enhance their own integri
Iii Principle this Mx: commitment pig
get by distinguishibetween bounder es
,and nuclei. No-ethnic group under th e

terms can have the support, of the gene al.
community in strengthening its,boundaries.
All boundaries are understood to be permeable -.
Ethnic nuclei, on the other hand, are respected

. "'as enduring centers of social action. If self -

.preservation requires, they may claim exemption
from certain universal rules, as the Amish now
do froMth7eschool lawS in some states.

43
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Creative Ethnicity

The quality of our future depends on which way we turn; toward creative eth-

nicities informed with the spirit of humanism-in a society of integrated pluralism,

back to the specious melting pot, or toward the myopic, chauvinistic ethnocentrisms

censured by Bunzel and others. As a corollary, the direction we take 41.1 be in-

'fluenced by t e policies and actions of educators, and scholars,- sohools and univer-

sities.

hell conceived programs of ethnic studies would invite people of all.ethnio

backgrounds to participate at all stages of scholarship and teaching, subject solely

to their qualification's as scholars, teachers'orstudents, Where more than one

interprefation of events or cultural traditions flourished, all interpretations

should be considered on their merits, as in any other areaf study. Ethnic studies

programs should stress not only understAnding of,a particular group but also insight

into other groups and the relations between them. Indeed, the,identity of each

group only becomes clearwhewcompared with those of others.

'Ethnic studies programs should aim to build a cultural. plurdlism Vat is genu-

inely creative; rather than a pluralism of isolated groups, .ignorant of and callous

tpwards others. Above all, ethnic studies should adhere strictly to the highest

standards of scholarship in research and respect for truth that are absinute re-

qUirements for true education, in the best sense of the word.

. 1.
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SAMPLE ETHNIC STUDIES PROGRAMS 51974),

The descriptions of these courses are included
as exemplary samples and not as current offerings.

Ethnic. and Immigrant History

This course is designed to cover the following topics: the

history of immigration; the 19th century European background;, the

"Old Immigration" (1820-1890), 'including Germans, Swedes, Nome-
,

glans, British, Irish; the "New Immigration" (1890-1920), includ-

'ing the Slovaks, Italians, Jews, Finns; detailed analysis of

American Slovaks. as one example orthe-"New Immigration."

Department of History
Dr. MarkStolarik
The Cleveland State

University
Cleveland, Ohio'

American Urban Ethnic Politics

This coUrse will examine ethnic politics in America, especially-

-what is.beIng Called, the "new ethnic politics," Iherenewed cdn-
_

scipusness'of religioug, and national origin differences

and its political organization. We will cOnsidir American urban

ethnic polities in three ways: 1.. through examination-of the

makeup and, history of four major ethnic groups whiteCatholic

ethnics, Jews, Blacks, and theSpanish-speaking; 2. through exami-

nation of the ethnic factor in national politics; 3. through

examination of problems and conflicts that have developed among

ethnic groups in the cities and the efforts being made to deal with

these.

. . .

.i5
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Race, Ethnicity, .and:Urtan Migration's

This,c, ours e is to .include/ the followi definitions of race

and ethnicity; the causes ancepatterns of urban migrations; the

culture of migrant groups; the impact of urban migration on family

structure and religion; ecOnomid'adjusiments; education;.ethnioity

and organized labor; urban politips; psychological consequences of

group emembership. 4
.

a

The Greek Experience inrthe,-United States:'
. .1890 to the. Present ,

I

Department,of Urban Studies*
and Social'Planning

Dr. Steven Dines : ;.

Federal City College.
Washington, D.C.

,

.

This course studies the factOrs leading to migration; the conflict's.
, .

areated by the new society; the maintenanCeof ties (15ultural, political,,s..,
. - .

religious) with. Greece,;. and the 6ignificance of the failures and successes
,

of aszimilatIon.

Irish Studies

The course is to inc1.1.1de the. ,study of the Irish language, as swell

,as the body of myth, legend, and folklore - and Gaelic folk music and

dance - which developed along With it over. the centuries. But one of

the most iMpoitant, and least explored areas of knowledge with which

the program, will concern itself' ig,that-encoMpassing the ,complex ex-
-2

'perience of th9, Irish'in America. There are some 20,000,000 of them -

a greater diaspora than that of the Jews -,:who can trace their blood

lines immediately or remotely, back ton Irish beginning. They are

outnumbered in this country only by Americans of English and German

descent in :-.that order, thogh in 'New York City and environs the pro-

portionp are probably, reversed and the balance tipped in favor of.

the American Irish. Though they are 4e third largest ethnic group\

Special Programs
Dr; Joanna Karvonides Nkosi
1111.e City University of

New `York

-New York, New York

11111'
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in our society, the American Irish - with the exception of certain

-outstanding hie John Kennedy or Eugene doNeill - have
t ,

AOeived scant attention from students of that society. The program

in Irish Studies will_ be especially concerned to remedy this neglebt.

.Uepartment of Irish Studies

Prof. -"Kevin Sullivari"

Queens College of the

R City University of
New York

Italian-American Studies

Italian-American Studies,pi grams should Offer courses in various

humanitiesland'social science disciplines, e.g.-histarY, sociology,

economics, psychology, Italian and American literature, art, music,

.political science, and philosophy.

In'additiaa, a variety of a7-- sd hoc educational program might be

offered. These could include conferences, seminars, and symposia.

Finally, Special liaieon and' service activities ,With the Italian -

American community at large'should be arranged.

Some praposed doursea for a:program of Itplian-Ameri 'Studies

are.: cinema of Italy; the Italian-American in American media (includ-

/ng films, radio, television);. American-Italian economic relations;

imageS of the ItalianrAmerican in American literature; literature- 133L1

Iiielian-Americans; the Italian - American in American.hist6ry; Aoplah
.

contributions to Anglo-American Ian history of Italian_philosophy

and political thought.

x.

,Slavic-American 'Beritage Course

Italian=Amerioa,n Studies.

D. RiChard, Gambino
'Qu.eens, College of the .

City University of
New' York

This course is.a survey of the Slavic-American Heritage. It

attempts, to explore the history of Slavic-Americans their cultural

contributions to the growth of ,America,',and the currentlsociai

'problems of Slavic-Americans. The course will encompass, all Slavic

spea4ing groups in this country (Croatian, Czedh, BUlgarian 'Polish,

r
17.
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Slovak,,Russian, Ukrainian to name just a few) a451 will include
;

a brief history of Slav's in the United States frm yarlyseven-

teenth century to the present. It will. stress the struggle for

survival in the New World, as well as,,emphasize the participation'

of Slays in the American life and their role in American history.

And finally, it will attempt to, develop- an appreciation of the

culture, customs Ond historical contribution of Slavic-Americans,

and examine particularly the problems of identity and assimilation

facing the young generation. An outline of the course follows:

I:- Early,Blavic:Immcgrants,to America (Colonial Period)

A., Historical-Background: -Slavic nationalities in Europe;

general characteristics of Slavic emigration

B. First immigrants: Croatians in North Carolina; Polish

iiadgrants (1608-1776); Bbhemian (Czech) immigrants

(1633-1776);. .other SlOic nationalities (Slovaks, Russians,

.Ukrainians, etc.)

II. 'Slavic Immigrants in the U.S., After 1776'

A. Historical.BaCkground

B. Characteristics of'Slavic population

0. Economic, social and religious conditions

,cc-D. Education

E. Slavic literature and -the press'

III. Special Featu±es

A. Slays in the American wars

B. Political and community Irivolvenient

C. Preservation of ethnib heritage'
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.RESOURCE CENTERS

What f011ows is a list of resources from which to draw in the

'field of ethnicity and multicultural education. This is a small

and somewhat random list within a rapidly changing area of powledge,

but perhaps several of these leads will provide"acoess to an expanding

network oil' ideas and activities.

BaldN-Institute Phillip F. Mooney
1627 Fidelity Building Assistant Libraxi
'123 South Broad Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19109
-(215)'985 -8138

Center fo`r Tmmigration Studies RuplphsVecoli
7925"Sathel. Street , Director

, St. Paul, Minnesota 55113

"(12) 373-537/

Center for Migration Studies
209 Flagg Place
.Staten Island, New York 10304
(212) 351-8800 -

S. M. Tomasi
Director%

c iN

Center for Polish Studies,
St. Mary's College :
Orchard Lake, Michigan 48033
(313),682-1885

Center for PUerto Rican Studies
of tho,Oity-University-of-New York Direetor

Robert Geryk'
Director

Prank Bonilla.

500 Fifth Avenue, ,Room 930,,

New York, New York 10036
' (212) 354-5410

Center for- the Study..of
American-Plur4ism

National Opinion Research 'C- er
University of Chicago
6030 South Ellis Avenue
Chicago, .Illinois 60637

.

(312) 684=5600

Center,for Urban Ethnography
University of Pennsylvania.,
Philadelphia; Pennsylvania 19104
(215) 594-5607/08.''

I Crdas-Cultural Soutfiwgst
Ethnic' Study Center -

University Of Texas at
El Paso - Box 13

Ea. Paso, Texas 79968

(915) 347-5331
19.
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Andrew M. GTeeIey
DireCtor

Del'. Hynes.

John. F. Szwyd

Directors
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.

,
Department of-American Stlidies Seymour-lutiky
Moore Hall 324 *Chairman
University of Hawaii.at Manoa `

1890 rapt-Vest Road
ioncaulu, Hawaii 96822
(808) 948-8570

,

Ethnic Heritage Affairs Institute- Jeipaul
260 South 15th Street '.President

Pennsylvanib, 19102 .

..(215) 545 -6600.

Ihstitute for Sdviet and ,Eastern-7'
European Studies ! '

John Oarrbll University
v. Cleveland, ,Ohio 44118

(210'491-4911 , .

Institute on East Central. Europe
Columbi'a, University .

420 West 118 Street. -.1
New York; New Yoric,10027

S212) 280-4627

me eo3 egite Coon
" .

. Ethnic Studies
Cleveland State'UniversAy

- East 24th & Eilciid Avenue

-,Cleveland, Ohio 44115 ,

(21 6 :7-2000,

Michael S. Pap .

Director

'Anclrew W. Cordier
Dean

J Library
S- s of SS. Cyril and,Methodius

Vela a.cred Heart

Pennsylvania 17821

275-3581
.

`Onal Center fOrlarbap Ethnic
1kfairs 'AP

408 Eighth Street; N.E. '!

ashihgton, 20017 t-

02) 529-5400°

Daniel Weinbetg
Directors

Martina Tybor'
aster '

,

.Ggno Baron
Director

National Ethnic Studies Assembly. ' 'Richard Kolm
'P.O. Box 13-35 ,

,
, President .

Catholic 'University' '

, Wa6ington; D.C. 20017. -,
..

: .

(202) 635 -5470

V

. . .

-", '''.

National Project on Ethnip AmeriCa wing` M. Levine
American Jewish Commkttee , Director: '

New York, New York 10022 ,..

(212) 751-4060 .

, ,
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